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Abstract. We search for possibly existent bound states in the heavy-light tetraquark channels with quark
content b¯b¯ud, b¯b¯us and b¯c¯ud using lattice QCD. We carry out calculations on several gauge link ensembles
with N f = 2 + 1 flavours of domain-wall fermions and consider a basis of local and non-local interpolators.
Besides extracting the energy spectrum from the correlation matrices, we also perform a Lu¨scher analysis
to extrapolate our results to infinite volume.
1. Introduction
One of the major challenges in QCD is to understand exotic hadrons. This is mainly motivated by
experimental observations of mesons whose quantum numbers, masses or decays cannot be explained by
ordinary quark-anti-quark pairs. A prominent example are the charged Z±b states with masses and decay
channels suggesting the existence of a bb¯ pair, whereas the non-vanishing electrical charge indicates the
presence of another light quark-antiquark pair [1]. These systems are theoretically extremely challenging
to investigate due to several existing decay channels. Doubly-heavy tetraquark systems, which are
simpler to study have quark content Q¯Q¯′qq′, where Q,Q′ ∈ {b, c} are heavy quarks and q, q′ ∈ {u, d, s}
represent light quarks. Previous studies showed that this system forms a stable bound state in the heavy
quark limit mQ → ∞ [2–4]. Moreover, many investigations were carried out within quark models,
effective field theories and QCD sum rules for physical b quark mass mQ = mb predicting a hadronically
stable state [4–10]. Recently, Born-Oppenheimer investigations of a four-quark system containing a
heavy antidiquark b¯b¯ and a light diquark ud based on lattice QCD four-quark potentials predict a
hadronically stable tetraquark in the I(JP) = 0(1+) channel [11–14, 37] while in the I(JP) = 0(1−)
channel a resonance has been predicted. [16]. More rigorous full lattice QCD studies confirmed the
b¯b¯ud bound state and considered further heavy-light four-quark systems [17–23]. Here we report on our
findings for the b¯b¯ud, I(JP) = 0(1+) channel [21] and our progress concerning tetraquark systems with
quark content b¯b¯us and b¯c¯ud.
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2. Lattice Setup
All computations were performed using gauge link configurations generated by the RBC and UKQCD
collaboration [24, 25] with 2 + 1 flavours of domain-wall fermions [26–29] and the Iwasaki gauge
action [30]. We considered five ensembles (see Tab. 1 and Table I in [21]) differing in the lattice
spacing a (≈ 0.083 fm . . . 0.114 fm), lattice size (spatial extent ≈ 2.65 fm . . . 5.48 fm) and pion mass
(≈ 139 MeV . . . 431 MeV). In this talk, we focus mainly on results obtained on the C005 ensemble
highlighted in Tab. 1. Smeared point-to all propagators were used for all quarks. The heavy b quarks
were treated in the framework of Non-Relativistic QCD (NRQCD) [31, 32], while the charm quark
propagators were computed using a relativistic heavy quark action as described in [33]. In order to
reduce the numerical cost of the computation, the all-mode-averaging technique was applied [34, 35].
Ensemble N3s × Nt a [fm] amu;d ams mpi [MeV]
C00078 483 × 96 0.1141(3) 0.00078 0.0362 139(1)
C005 243 × 64 0.1106(3) 0.005 0.04 340(1)
C01 243 × 64 0.1106(3) 0.01 0.04 431(1)
F004 323 × 64 0.0828(3) 0.004 0.03 303(1)
F006 323 × 64 0.0828(3) 0.006 0.03 360(1)
Table 1. Gauge-link ensembles [24, 25] used in this work. Ns, Nt: number of lattice sites in spatial and
temporal directions; a: lattice spacing; amu;d: bare up and down quark mass; ams: bare strange quark
mass; mpi: pion mass.
3. Hadronically stable Tetraquark b¯b¯ud in the I(JP) = 0(1+) channel
In a first step, we studied the energy spectrum of the doubly-bottom four quark system with two light
quarks ud and quantum numbers I(JP) = 0(1+) [21]. The two lowest thresholds in this channel are the
BB∗ and the B∗B∗ meson pairs, which differ only by 45 MeV.
In order to extract the energy spectrum, we considered two types of interpolating operators. On the one
hand, we constructed local operators, where all four quarks are located at the same space-time position
and the total momentum is projected to zero. On the other hand, we used so-called non-local operators,
which describe two spatially separated mesons, each with definite momentum.
We included three local operators, namely two mesonic ones which create a BB∗ (O1) and a B∗B∗ (O2)
structure, respectively, and a diquark-antidiquark operator (O3). Additionally, two non-local operators
describing a BB∗ (O4) and B∗B∗ (O5) scattering state were added to the operator basis. The detailed
construction of the operators is discussed in [21], but for completeness, we summarize them in Tab. 2
using the following notation:
T1(Γ1,Γ2) =
∑
x
Q¯1Γ1q1(x) Q¯2Γ2q2(x), T2(Γ1,Γ2) =
∑
x
Q¯1Γ1q2(x) Q¯2Γ2q1(x)
D1(Γ1,Γ2) =
∑
x
Q¯a1Γ1Q¯
b
2(x) q
a
1Γ2q
b
2(x), D2(Γ1,Γ2) =
∑
x
Q¯a1Γ1Q¯
b
2(x) q
b
1Γ2q
a
2(x)
M1(Γ) =
∑
x
Q¯1Γq1(x), M2(Γ) =
∑
x
Q¯2Γq2(x), M3(Γ) =
∑
x
Q¯1Γq2(x), M4(Γ) =
∑
x
Q¯2Γq1(x).
(1)
We expect that the local operators will generate a state that predominantly overlaps with the ground state,
i.e. describe the stable four-quark state of interest. Additionally the non-local operators are expected to
have sizable overlap to the first excited state, i.e. a two meson state, which helps to isolate the ground
state from the excitations.
quark content
Q¯1Q¯2q1q2
quantum
numbers I(JP)
local operators non-local operators
b¯b¯ud 0(1+)
T1(γ j, γ5) − T2(γ j, γ5) M1(γ j)M2(γ5) − M3(γ j)M4(γ5)
i jk
(
T1(γk, γ j) − T2(γk, γ j)
)
i jk
(
M1(γk)M2(γ j) − M3(γk)M4(γ j)
)
D1(γ jC,Cγ5)
Table 2. List of operators that were considered for the b¯b¯ud correlation matrix. C = γ0γ2 denotes the
charge conjugation matrix.
To determine the energy spectrum we considered the correlation matrix C jk(t) = 〈O j(t)O†k(0)〉 whereO j and Ok represent one of the previously introduced interpolating operators. The corresponding
schematic representation of the Wick contractions can be found in Fig. 1. As we were using point-to-all
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of
Wick contractions for the elements of
the correlation matrix. M1 and M2
represent the B and B∗ mesons inde-
pendently projected to zero momentum,
while T represents local four-quark op-
erators. The black lines represent b
quark propagators and the red lines rep-
resent light quark propagators.
propagators for the light quarks, we were restricted to correlation matrix elements with local operators
at the source, which means that the resulting correlation matrix is a 5 × 3 matrix. We applied a multi-
exponential matrix fit to extract the energy levels, fitting
C jk(t) ≈
N−1∑
n=0
ZnjZ
n
k e
−Ent (2)
to the correlation matrix elements where En is the n-th energy eigenvalue and Znj = 〈n|O†j |Ω〉 are the
overlaps of the trial states O j|n〉 and the vacuum |Ω〉. We present the results for the two lowest energy
levels for a large number of different fits in Fig. 2. One observes that the energy levels become only
stable if the non-local operators are included in the operator basis. Furthermore the energy levels are
significantly lower compared to cases where non-local operators are absent. This shows the importance
of scattering operators for the present study of the b¯b¯ud system. The ground state energy level is
significantly below the BB∗ threshold, while the first excited level is close to that threshold. This is
a first indication that indeed a hadronically stable tetraquark state exists.
Additionally, we can gain certain information about the composition of the energy eigenstates |n〉 by
considering the overlap factors Znj . For a given operator index j, the overlap factor Z
n
j introduced in Eq.
(2) indicates the relative importance of an energy eigenstate |n〉, when the trial state O†j |Ω〉 is expanded
in terms of energy eigenstates,
O†j |Ω〉 =
∞∑
n=0
|n〉〈n|O†j |Ω〉 =
∞∑
n=0
Znj |n〉. (3)
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Figure 2. Results for the lowest two
b¯b¯ud energy levels relative to the BB∗
threshold, ∆En = En − EB − EB∗ ,
as determined on ensemble C005 from
several different fits. The five bars below
each column indicate the interpolators
used, a filled black box indicates a local
operator included, a filled red box a
scattering operator included. Above
each column, we give the number of
exponentials, the fit range, and the value
of χ2/d.o.f. The shaded horizontal bands
correspond to our final estimates of ∆E0
and ∆E1, obtained from a bootstrap
average of the subset of fits that are
shown with filled symbols.
If the overlap factor Zmj for a specific |m〉 is dominant compared to all other Znj with n , m, this might
indicate that the state O†j |Ω〉 is quite similar to |m〉. In Fig. 3 we present the overlap factors obtained by
a 3-exponential fit for all five operators. The overlap factors |Z˜nj |2 = |Znj |2/maxm(|Zmj |2) are normalized
such that maxm(|Zmj |2) = 1. From Fig. 3, one can see that the trial states created by the non-local meson-
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Figure 3. The normalized
overlap factors |Z˜nj |2 as de-
termined on ensemble C005
indicating the relative contri-
butions of the energy eigen-
states |n〉 to the trial state
O†j |Ω〉.
meson scattering operators O4 and O5 have a large overlap to the first excited state |1〉, which supports
our assumption that the first excitation is a two-meson scattering state. Additionally, one can see that the
trial state generated by the diquark-antidiquark operator O3 has significant overlap to the ground state
|0〉. This confirms our interpretation that the ground state represents the hadronically stable tetraquark.
The previously computed finite volume energy levels En can be related to the infinite volume
scattering amplitude by applying Lu¨scher’s method [36]. Here, we used the two lowest energy levels
shown in Fig. 2 and applied Lu¨scher’s method to determine the BB∗ S wave scattering amplitude. First,
the finite volume scattering momenta kn defined by
En = EB+
√
m2B, kin + k
2
n−mB, kin+EB∗+
√
m2B∗, kin + k
2
n−mB∗, kin, with: mkin = p
2 − [E(p) − E(0)]2
2[E(p) − E(0)] (4)
are related to the infinite-volume phase shifts δ0(kn) via
cot(δ0(kn)) =
2Z00(1; (knL/2pi)2)
pi1/2knL
(5)
where Z00 is the generalized zeta function [36]. The scattering amplitude is given by
T0(k) =
1
cot δ0(k) − i (6)
and can be parametrized by the effective range expansion (ERE)
k cot δ0(k) =
1
a0
+
1
2
r0k2 + O(k4), (7)
where the two parameters a0 and r0 were determined using the finite volume energy levels ∆E0 and ∆E1
shown in Fig. 2. We illustrate the ERE for ensemble C005 in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4. Plot of the effective
range expansion for ensemble C005.
The red line corresponds to the ERE
parametrization of ak cot(δ(k)). Be-
low the BB∗ threshold (which is located
at k = 0), we also show the curves
ak cot δ(k) + |ak| (again using the ERE
parameterization for ak cot δ(k)), whose
lowest zero gives the binding momen-
tum. The vertical green line indicates
the inelastic B∗B∗ threshold.
Bound states appear as poles of the scattering amplitude below threshold. Combining this pole
condition with the ERE yields
− |kBS| = 1a0 −
1
2
r0|kBS|2, (8)
where kBS is the bound state scattering momentum. Solving Eq. (8) for |kBS|, the binding energy is
obtained via the NRQCD energy-momentum relation (see Sec. VI. in Ref. [21]). We found that the
infinite volume mass of the bound state determined via the pole of the scattering amplitude is essentially
identical to the finite volume ground state energy, which confirms the existence of a hadronically stable
tetraquark.
Note, that all computations were repeated for all five ensembles discussed in Sec. 2, which allowed
us to perform an extrapolation to the physical pion mass. In Fig. 5, we present the final results for
all ensembles as well as the extrapolation, for which we assume a quadratic pion mass dependence,
Ebinding(mpi) = Ebinding(mpi,phys) + c(m2pi − m2pi,phys). Our final results for the tetraquark binding energy and
mass are
Ebinding(mpi,phys) = (−128 ± 24 ± 10) MeV, mtetraquark(mpi,phys) = (10476 ± 24 ± 10) MeV. (9)
4. Search for Bound States in the b¯b¯us and b¯c¯ud sector
As discussed in the previous section, we were able to confirm the bound state b¯b¯ud in the 0(1+) chan-
nel, which according to the literature is certainly the most promising candidate for a hadronically stable
tetraquark. We are currently investigating further candidates, which have either a heavier light quark, i.e.
an s quark instead of a d quark, or a lighter heavy quark, i.e. a c¯ quark instead of a b¯ quark.
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Figure 5. Extrapolation to the physical
pion mass, indicated by the vertical
dashed line.
In the case of b¯b¯us, the most promising channel has again angular momentum J = 1 and parity P = +, so
we consider similar quantum numbers as for the b¯b¯ud system, namely I(JP) = 1/2(1+). Previous lattice
investigations of this state predict the ground state significantly below BsB∗ threshold [17, 20].
In the b¯c¯ud sector the picture is less clear. First, there are two channels in which a stable tetraquark could
be expected, the 0(0+) and the 0(1+) channel. The first study found some indication for a b¯c¯ud bound
state [18, 19]. This was, however, not confirmed by a more recent work [22].
In our study of those tetraquarks, we utilize the same techniques as discussed for b¯b¯ud in Sec. 3.
In particular, we consider in all three cases local mesonic and diquark-antidiquark operators as well as
meson-meson scattering operators. The employed interpolating operators are listed in Tab. 3, where we
use again the notation given in Eq. (1). We expect that these operators are sufficient to extract the ground
states correctly.
quark content
Q¯1Q¯2q1q2
quantum
numbers I(JP)
local operators non-local operators
b¯b¯us 1/2(1+)
T1(γ5, γ j) − T2(γ5, γ j) M1(γ5)M2(γ j) − M3(γ5)M4(γ j)
i jk
(
T1(γ j, γk) − T2(γ j, γk)
)
i jk
(
M1(γ j)M2(γk) − M3(γ j)M4(γk)
)
D1(γ jC,Cγ5)
b¯c¯ud 0(1+)
T1(γ5, γ j) − T2(γ5, γ j) M1(γ5)M2(γ j) − M3(γ5)M4(γ j)
T1(γ j, γ5) − T2(γ j, γ5) M1(γ j)M2(γ5) − M3(γ j)M4(γ5)
D1(γ jC,Cγ5) − D2(γ jC,Cγ5)
b¯c¯ud 0(0+)
T1(γ5, γ5) − T2(γ5, γ5) M1(γ5)M2(γ5) − M3(γ5)M4(γ5)
D1(Cγ5,Cγ5) − D2(Cγ5,Cγ5)
Table 3. List of operators considered for the corresponding correlation matrix. Note that for b¯b¯us we
assume an approximate SU(3) flavor symmetry as strange and light quarks are almost massless compared
to the b quark.
For b¯b¯us we found that certain elements of the corresponding correlation matrix are strongly correlated if
all local operators are included in the operator basis. Thus, we restricted the operator basis by generating
a new set of local interpolating operators via linear combination of the original ones. The contribution of
the operator O j to the new operator O′n is determined by the eigenvector component vnj , where ~vn is the
eigenvector obtained by solving a 3 × 3 generalized eigenvalue problem (GEP). We use the eigenvectors
corresponding to the two lowest energy levels to construct two new operators. Thus, the trial state O′1|n〉
should overlap most strongly with the ground state, while O′2|n〉 will be more similar to the first excited
state. The new operators read consequently
O′n =
3∑
j=1
vnj O j, (10)
where the eigenvector components can be found in Tab. 4. The scattering operators were not changed,
i.e. we used a 4 × 2 matrix in case of b¯b¯us. For b¯c¯ud, 0(0+) and b¯c¯ud, 0(1+), we used a 3 × 2 and a
vnj j = 1 j = 2 j = 3
n = 1 +0.72 +0.57 +0.39
n = 2 +0.66 −0.75 +0.05
Table 4. Eigenvector components calculated via a GEP for the 3x3 correlation matrix including all local
operators.
5 × 3 correlation matrix, respectively. The energy levels were extracted for all cases in the same way as
described in Sec. 3 and we present the results in Fig. 6. Note that for b¯c¯ud, 0(0+) we only show results
for the lowest energy level, as the first excitation could not be properly isolated from higher excitations.
We found in the b¯b¯us channel a ground state energy level somewhat below the B∗Bs threshold, which
indicates a bound state. Moreover, the first excited state seems to be close to the threshold and, thus,
might be consistent with a meson-meson scattering state. Averaging different fits on the C005 ensemble,
we generated a crude estimate of the binding energy Eb¯b¯us,binding(mpi = 340 MeV) ≈ (−100 ± 40) MeV,
which is in reasonable agreement with results from Ref. [17, 20].
Assuming that the extracted energies for b¯c¯ud shown in Fig. 6, in particular those, where non-local
meson-meson scattering operators were used, reflect the ground state energies, there is no indication
for a bound state, neither for 0(0+) nor for 0(1+). In both cases, the ground state seems to be close to
the threshold, which suggests that the lowest energy level is rather a scattering state than a bound four-
quark state. This interpretation is further supported by observing a significant decrease of the lowest
energy level when non-local meson-meson scattering operators were considered in the fits. This indicates
a rather large overlap of the ground state to the scattering trial states. In particular for 0(0+) this is
expected from lattice QCD studies based on static-static-light-light potentials, where the 0(0+) potential
is significantly less attractive than the 0(1+) potential (see Ref. [37] , Eqs. (12b) and (16b)).
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Figure 6. Preliminary results for the lowest energy
levels in the b¯b¯us, 1/2(1+) (top left), b¯c¯ud, 0(0+)
(bottom left) and b¯c¯ud, 0(1+) (bottom right) sectors
relative to the relevant threshold determined on
ensemble C005 from several different fits. The
bars below each column have the same meaning as
discussed in Fig. 2.
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